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Betty Blackmail Band - Murky Waters (2018)

  

    1  Murky Waters    2  Inner Circle    3  Shake It    4  Lazy    5  Let's Get Fat    6  Hell Or High
Water    7  Love Train    8  Crowd Control    9  Winter Blues    10  Ain't Gonna Be No Engineer  
 Bass Guitar – John "Mini" Kamphaug  Drums, Noises – John Nilsen  Guitar – Halvard
Andresen (tracks: 9)  Guitar, Backing Vocals – Stein Hanssen  Vocals – Berit "Betty Blackmail"
Hanssen    

 

  

Norway’s most exciting Blues/Rock group is without a doubt, The Betty Blackmail Band. Their
latest release is “Murky Waters” and the Soul Man had the privilege of talking to them about this
new recording. Scroll down to hear the interview. Soul Man’s favorite track: Hell or High Water
Can’t miss tracks: Murky Waters, Let’s Get Fat and Winter Blues. All the songs are strong; well
composed and arranged; overall a must have for any collector of great Blues and Rock! You will
wear this one out, it’s that good. Stein Hanssen is a remarkable guitar player, songwriter and
producer. Berit Hanssen is a voice to be reckoned with, haunting and soulful. A blues vocalist
reminiscent of the American Delta. Few have captured the spirit of the Blues like they have.
They are a great team and they surround themselves with a first class rhythm section. John
“Mini” Kamphaug on bass and John Eirik Nilsen on drums. The future is something to behold for
this extraordinary band! ---Garry Goldsmith, amazon.com

  

 

  

Betty Blackmail Band used to be known as "The B**** and the Bluesmen". The original name of
the band was ment to be a joke of  some sorts, but somehow it stuck to the band in the longer
run. Due to some degree of censorship and some promotors/venues unwillingness to see the
name as the joke it was ment to be, the band decided to change the name to "Betty Blackmail
Band" as the band's second album is getting ready for release. The music, the attitude and the
energy of the band remains unchanged though - as Led Zeppelin said it - the song remains the
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same! See you on the road somewhere! ---facebook.com/pg/BettyBlackmail

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):
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